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INTRODUCTION

the emergence of digital book formats, those who wondered whether this was
sales for digital books, the parallel increase in printed books showed that
readers prefer a hybrid reading habit. The number of printed titles and sales
increased each passing year while sales of digital books also increased in
geometric increments.

“The Subscription Model” Replacing Single Sales
While digital books reached consumers with individual sales during the

the new way to reach content in the last few years. A common feature of these
applications was the fact that the payment methods they utilize were simple,
they were user-friendly, and both powerful and rich in content.

Traditional Publishers Still Have a “Resistance to Digital Books”
Publishing companies, which still drive most of their monthly turnover from
printed books and maintain their leadership in the sector, are resisting “digital
book platforms being closed, unregulated platforms, their monthly revenue
makers were from a different generation, not familiar with the digital world.

Purpose of Boodio Block Chain & BODI Coin
as an Innovation
With Boodio block chain, which will be implemented this year and its
derivative BODI Coin

• To create a decentralized content provider channel in the publishing
sector, eliminating high commission rates in the printed book, e-book
and audiobook industry (which are up to 80 percent currently);

• To reduce collection maturities (which can be up to 240 days with 120day payment period given to companies after the 120-day consignment
period) to 1 minute;
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• To establish a transparent rights management system by creating
value-added revenue for publishers and authors with the opportunity to
generate “tokens” on their own block chain infrastructure;

• To open the way for digital booksellers with books in ePUB, PDF and newly
developed formats used with NFB technology, and to make book contents
accessible at minimum fees with help from our GSM and media partners;

•
the main goals in the publishing industry, using the stable token to be
produced on Boodio block chain;

• To be the “Financial Technology Company of the Broadcasting Sector”
in every new country we operate and with every new book publisher that
will join us, along with our digital asset investors.

How was BOODIO Born?
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“owl” logo, which symbolizes wisdom and transformation, is an AI supported
digital book platform which offers its readers a subscription with alternative
payments systems and enable them to earn by mining while reading. It is a
“block chain based” digital book platform which enabled publishers and
investors earn “Boodio Coin (BODI)”.
We want to establish a platform that helps its publishers and readers earn
crypto assets in the “crypto economy”, while enabling access to discovering,
a sense of curiosity by reading, writing and listening.
At the end of this project, which we have been working on for a long time,
our primary goal is to contribute to content creation and distribution in the
publishing industry.
In light of the latest research, our hope is to establish ourselves as an
R&D center for the future of our industry as well as technology development.
Utilizing Boodio block chain and BODI Coin infrastructure, we plan to work
together with our investors in this digital asset market (or coin economy), which
110 billion dollars in the foreseeable future.
Together with the BODI Coin, the Boodio brand will become the most important
project of the digital asset economy in the publishing industry.
On behalf of the Boodio Team,
Founder

Publishing Industry

without ISBN (content without label) in the last ten years, we can see that the
publishing industry boasts a total worth 150 billion dollars.
In addition, according to the 2021-2025 Digital Publishing Market Forecast
9.75% in 2021.

Global Digital Publishing Market 2021-2025
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The publishing industry, which follows a dispersed and decentralized
production process where no single publisher ever has a share of more than
2.5 percent, utilizes a completely different model than traditional distribution

are basically also content producers. Returns, printing, personnel and printing
resources to 21st-century sales channels such as digital transformation which
require innovation.
Today, rapidly and globally increasing digital book sales constitute 25
percent of total books market.
While digital transformation in publishing industry seems inevitable, the
biggest problem for publishers who still make most of their turnover from
traditional channels is the “book exposition problem” due to small number of
shelves in bookstores and large number of books produced.
Small and medium-scale publishers, overwhelmed by the big publishers,
their books on shelves.

But can medium and small-scale publishers utilize the strengths
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Yes, they can. With the “BODI Coin Support Package”, which will be
announced for medium and small-scale publishers, Boodio will give a gift of
1,000 (a thousand) to 10,000 (ten thousand) BODI Coins to publishers
who provide content to Boodio e-book and audiobook platform, regardless of
get from our investors and users for supporting publishers to create more and
high quality content, as well as for making this content available to users at a
reasonable cost.

What is Boodio?
Introducing a different world to readers when our reading habits are radically
changed, Boodio
to globalize local content with minimum fees.
Besides being an alternative way to access books with its rich content and its
useful interface that can be switched to “listening while reading” or “reading
while listening”, and as a platform which enables its readers to earn digital
assets while consuming content, Boodio is a real “game changer”.
In addition to being an e-book and audiobook platform, Boodio intends to
cultural broadcasting and entertainment sector with educational materials,
articles, non-printed content, and podcasts.
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that users can set according to their preferences, detailed author and publisher
screens, note-taking features and sharing them on social media platforms,
our application also features a functional user interface which allows users
to switch from “reading mode to listening mode”. Boodio app is available on
Google PlayStore and Apple App Store.

Two different innovations that come with Boodio hybrid reading
experience are;
• AI Book Reading Assistant
• AI Book Translation Assistant.

Boodio aims to bring thousands of titles to the audiobook industry by the

used primarily for dubbing academic papers with a book reading assistant.

Is it possible to become a digital book platform where readers
earn while consuming content.
12

The platform is already operating in Turkey with a subscription model and
a monthly fee of $2.5. With “BODI Coin”, which will be announced this year,
readers will be able to earn BODI Coins in proportion to the number of e-books
they read and audiobooks they listen to. These BODI Coins users earned can
then be used for subscription transactions.

Our Goal is to Bring Local Content to Global Marketplace
While Boodio can translate works in 123
intelligence book translation assistant, it will be vocalizing these works, which
have been translated into 123 different languages with TTS technology,
becomes global.

What is the International Publishers Block Chain
Platform (IPBP)?
We decided to name the DECENTRALIZED publishing platform, powered
BODI Coin “International Publishers block chain Platform
(IPBP)”, where all publishers, regardless of country, can participate.
This system provides all publishers a completely transparent rights
management system on the block chain. From the moment they join in the
publishing network, all users get a share of revenue of their content. They will
also be empowered by digital asset (BODI) investors to produce more content.
The “Welcome Bonus”, created for publishers and paid with BODI Coins
intelligence, digitalization of local content, support for translation into different
in translated language show that this system is a unique content network as
well as “content access network”.
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What problems will Boodio Platform and BODI Coin solve?
BODI Coin, our aim is to establish a decentralized content platform to increase
eliminate the sales commission rates in printed books, e-books and audiobooks
(which can go up to 60%), to establish a collection mechanism of less than 1
minute for publishers who sell their products on a 120-day consignment and
then with a 120-day deferred check, to provide a transparent rights management
and publishers by enabling the opportunity to earn alt tokens, and to bring the
concept of book collection to the digital world by facilitating creation of NFB
ePub, PDF, audiobooks and other formats.

Is a publishing method funded by readers with digital assets
possible?
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Investors of digital assets (Coins) will be able to donate on behalf of the
content to be listed in the title or the publisher with a certain fund created within
the platform with smart contract produced on the block chain. Books funded
by the “BODI Coin” donations from digital asset investors will only meet
with their readers at Boodio.
In the new system, each BODI Coin funded by digital asset investors will be
transferred to the account of the relevant publisher before the publication date
and the books will be presented to the readers.

Is it possible to convert copyright royalties into digital assets?
Royalties stemming from subscription fees received from readers will be paid
to publishers as BODI Coins. With BODI Coin
as it is used over time, and the total coin volume we hope to reach (mirroring
the current size of digital books in the publishing industry), will enable medium
and small-scale publishers to successfully enter the digital asset economy. This
way, Boodio, the Decentralized
to the publishing industry.

Accessibility via GSM and media partners and corporate
collaborations...
With support from our GSM and media partners in the countries in which
we operate, we will reach more readers and make books of any format
accessible at minimum costs. In addition, revenues to be obtained from all
audiobooks and other formats to be produced in the Boodio application will be
BODI Coin
application, no matter what currency the original transaction is made with. With
our digital wallet, every transaction instantly gets converted into BODI Coin
and our GSM partners act as our strategic partners to reach more users in the
region they operate.

What does BODI Coin do?
BODI Coin as the digital asset of the Boodio system. It is a
crypto asset with its own block chain as well as its own framework infrastructure
that offers value to its investors. In addition to being a potential revenue source
for everyone in the system, it will be an “earning tool” where publishers receive
royalties, books are funded with digital assets, readers earn as they consume
number of countries where BODI Coins are accepted increase.

How Many BODI Coins will be Supplied?
The amount of BODI Coins to be supplied (ICO) will be equal to 5% of total
volume of books in the country. The value of Turkish book market is currently
$1 Billion. When the total value (350 million dollars annually) of free books
distributed by the government is subtracted, the real book market value is 600
25 million dollars worth
of BODI Coin will be offered to the market.
BODI Coin was pre-mined and produced by 100 million units, all of which
are limited, and will be distributed as determined in the supply system roadmap.
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How and When will BODI Coin be Supplied?
Using USD as a FIAT base, BODI Coin will be supplied at an advantageous
“pre-sale” price on the planned date of 17.02.2022, and on a designated
Trading Platform. Coins will be transferred to the new BODI Coin hot wallet
accounts opened on the Crypto Trading Platform with the pricing determined
on the pre-demand announcement date.

How will collected investments be used?
Collected investments will be user for;

• Source code development
• Content development
•
•
Translate)
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• Human Resources
•

Human Resources
%12

And Operational Expenses
%12

code developments
(TTS to Text & Text to
TTS & Translate)
%12

Boodio Business Expansion
(activation of operational
countries)
%22

Source code development
%20
Content development
%22

What is Boodio Road Map?

QI Bood
QI Set-up
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Independent Block Chain Infrastructure
Technically, Boodio is a standalone block chain. Due to business requirements
to be created in its own network, high compatibility with NFBs and IPFS
and originality. BODI
it aims to be the mainstream coin of the publishing industry, emphasizing its
unique features, making everything simpler and in line with industry standards.
Thus, Boodio has chosen to have an independent block chain.

Smart Contracts and Block Chain Bridge
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take advantage of this mature ecosystem, libraries and developer communities
of Ethereum. This will allow most Decentralized applications, ecosystem
components and tools to run with minimal or no changes. This feature also
facilitates cross-chain interoperability, which is vitally important to develop and

transferred from one chain to another. Both chains can have different protocols,
rules and governance models. However, the bridge provides a harmonious way
for both block chains to work together securely. In order for Boodio to connect
to Ethereum and other networks in such a harmonious way, cross-chain block
chain bridges will be developed.

Non-fungible Books; NFBs with ePub support created from
N infrastructure
Every identity and copy of a product in the publishing industry can become
an NFB on the block chain. ICO, minting and trading will be possible based on
ERC-721 with front-end applications in the decentralized Boodio network.
This way, publishers and authors will be able to create NFBs by producing
limited edition books, cover designs of cult magazines and books, specially

With the technical infrastructure to be provided in ePub format for the
ecosystem. In this way, it will be possible to create a sustainable royalty income
from the secondary sales of the unique books published in limited numbers,
and therefore it will be possible to create a brand new ecosystem in the global
publishing industry.

File Storage

High-Performance Processing Capacity
The Boodio Token Service will offer the opportunity to process hundreds of
transactions per second with block times which can be completed in 15 seconds.

Easy Token Creation
Thanks to the Boodio Token Creation Service, Boodio enables publishers,
authors or artists to easily create their tokens with the features they want using

Low Cost Transactions
Transaction fees for tokens created with Boodio Token Creation Service
for transactions made on Boodio MainNet will be less than USD 0.01. Low

Micro Payment Support
micro payment channels allow two parties to make secure and regular lowvalue payments with no fees for each payment, Boodio will be able to use
the Payment Channels model, one of its design models for instant block chain
transactions.
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Total Procurement & Pre-Sales
A total of 100 million pre-issued BODI Coin digital assets will be offered
initially. 10% of the total ICU will be put on pre-sale on a Crypto Trading Platform
located in Turkey on the scheduled date of May 2022
BODI will be USD 0.65. The selling price
range to be determined in June 2022 will be between USD 0.95 and 1 dollars.
We aim to be listed on at least one DEX along with European and American

ICO Roadmap
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May 2022

Pre-Sale 20%

USD 0.65

June 2022

15%

USD 0.95

December 2022

15%

August 2023

5%

December 2023

15%

August 2024

5%

December 2024

15%

August 2025

10%

BODI Coin Supply Management
BODI Coin, which will start to be traded on a Trading Platform in Turkey
in February 2022, will be offered for pre-sales in a volume of 10% of the
cryptocurrency itself. The total supply management of BODI Coin, for which
the opening price is only USD 0.95, and with a possible high-demand launch
after the pre-sale, is currently planned at the following rates;

• 35% for Boodio Business Improvements
• 35% for Marketing and Advertising
• 10% for Block chain Software Development
• 10% for Publisher Ecosystem (3rd party company agreements)
• 5% for Burns
• 5% for Social Responsibility Projects
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Block chain
Software Development
Publisher Ecosystem
(3rd party company agreements)
%10

Boodio
Business
Improvements

%10

%5

Boodio
Social Responsibility Projects

%5

%35

Burns
%35

Marketing and Advertising

What Will Be the Capabilities of BODI Coin?
The purpose of BODI Coin is to give ownership of the created title to the
creator. The goal here is;

1.
one-time fee, fee per transaction, subscription…
2. To allow the author to receive direct and immediate payment from the
buyer (the reader).
3. All transactions are transparent and registered.
4.
distribution-related restrictions.
5. Community-based arbitration resolves copyright violations.

The created title can be in the form of an e-book, audiobook, or video book.
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All formats can be printed as NFBs, especially downloadable formats for
which e-books are best suited. More suitable formats for streaming can also
be issued.

Metaverse Book Store
After BODI Coin has been in circulation and people start to use it in Boodio
Platform, there will be some changes not only in the operation but also in
the visual structure of the network. First, together with the introduction of the
“Metaverse” infrastructure supported by virtual reality, we aim to operate on this
world by opening the “Metaverse Book Store” store in the near future. In this
new store infrastructure, which will attract educational institutions in particular,
people will be able to issue transactions with NFBs created under BODI Coin
not only with the purchase but also with the rental model.

BODI Coin Protocol Components;
1. Coins
A.

Bodi Network owns the platform token

B.

Works with the 3rd party stable coins

C.

Author Tokens

D.

NFBs

2. Storage
A.

Decentralized storage

B.
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C.

Content encryption

3. Discovery
A.
B.

User app with wallet

4. Management
A.

Decentralized management

B.

Stakeholders contribute to protocol changes and development.

The Boodio Team

He served as a Member of the Board of Directors and Vice Chairman of
Region. He implemented e-book, audiobook and e-learning platforms for
operators and brands. Publisher of the books titled “Block Chain, Bitcoin and
Digital Currencies”. The biggest IT Publisher in the region for 25 years.

Ömer Gökhan Kuyucu

by Vodafone. He worked in various managerial positions at Vodafone for
many years. He then served as the manager of Albtelecom commercial units.
Currently co-founder of Boodio block chain.
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block chain.

Dinçer Karaca
Karaca, who has been a manager and writer on both the written and visual

which is currently on the Bloomberg HT channel. Continuing his studies as an

Karaca, who provides consultancy and training services to many companies on
a block chain Consultant and Solution Partner in the Boodio team.

Disclaimer
BOODIO PLATFORM & BODI Coin TERMS OF USE
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Disclaimer;
BODI Coin

BODI Coin
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Final Word to the Publishing House, Our Readers and Investors;
In order to render more accessible, by means of token economy, a block
curiosity, accessibility, time and technology; we shall jointly build a new
digital book renaissance
for universalization of content and where content acquired by each of the

economy, for the publishing houses.

Boodio Team
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Boodio adheres to publishing rules and principles of the
Ministry of Culture as well as of professional associations
in every country where it is traded.

All rights reserved.
Boodio 2022

Purpose of Boodio Block Chain & BODI Coin
as an Innovation
With Boodio block chain, which will be implemented this year and its
derivative BODI Coin

• To create a decentralized content provider channel in the publishing
sector, eliminating high commission rates in the printed book, e-book
and audiobook industry (which are up to 80 percent currently);

• To reduce collection maturities (which can be up to 240 days with 120day payment period given to companies after the 120-day consignment
period) to 1 minute;

• To establish a transparent rights management system by creating
value-added revenue for publishers and authors with the opportunity to
generate “tokens” on their own block chain infrastructure;

• To open the way for digital booksellers with books in ePUB, PDF and
newly developed formats used with NFB technology, and to make book
contents accessible at minimum fees with help from our GSM and media
partners;

•
the main goals in the publishing industry, using the stable token to be
produced on Boodio block chain;

• To be the “Financial Technology Company of the Broadcasting Sector”
in every new country we operate and with every new book publisher
that will join us, along with our digital asset investors.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
What is BODI Coin?
Being the digital asset of Boodio reading platform of books, audiobooks and e-books, BODI Coin is a
crypto asset with its own blockchain as well as its own framework infrastructure that offers value to its
investors. In addition to being a potential revenue source for everyone in the system, it is intended to
be an "earning tool" where publishers receive royalties, books are funded with digital assets, readers
earn as they consume contents, and investors generate more income as the contents are expanded and
the number of countries where BODI Coins are supplied increases.

Why Should I Invest In BODI Coin?
- Offering solution to 4 main problems in the publishing industry,
- Providing bibliophiles with the most affordable unique books (NFB),
- Taking advantages of opportunities within the growing publishing ecosystem,
- Participating in the digital publishing system for a sustainable world.

How Can I Earn BODI Coin?
Please follow the social media accounts of BODI Coin and Bitay to get detailed information about the
airdrop campaign offering BODI Coin, as well as to be privileged in taking advantage of the campaign.

Is BODI Coin Secure?
BODI Coin has been developed in a system fully based on its own framework infrastructure. In other
words, it has its own blockchain network. Undergoing continuous improvements, BODI Coin has
passed third party security tests and become a part of Bodioo Network.

Which problems can BODI Coin solve in Publishing Industry?
- To establish a decentralized channel of content providers.
- To eliminate the sales commission rates in the products of publishing industry (which can go up to
60%), and thus to offer affordable and unique books to bibliophiles.
- To establish a collection mechanism of less than 1 minute for publishers who sell their products on a
120-day consignment and then with a 120-day deferred check.
- To prevent pirated content sales thanks to its transparent rights management system.
- Thanks to NFB (Non-Fungible Books), all right holders over the book will earn profit from
secondary sales; and therefore it will be possible to create a brand-new revenue ecosystem in the
global publishing industry.

Who Is Behind The BODI Coin Project?
Already operating
founded by a team with classic publishing background in collaboration with young professionals of
digital era.

How Can I Buy BODI Coin?
It is possible to buy BODI Coin via Bitay Crypto Trading Platform. You need to create a Bitay
account to buy it. Once your account is confirmed and authentication process is complete, you can
transfer BODI Coins to your hot wallet within Bitay.

How Many BODI Coin Will Be Supplied?
BODI Coin has 100 million pre-mined coins with a limited availability; they will be distributed
according to the supply system roadmap.

When Will Be The Pre-Sales of BODI Coin Held?
BODI Coin will be supplied at an advantageous "pre-sale" price on the planned date of 17.03.2022 via
Bitay.

What Will Be The Pre-Sale Price of BODI Coin?
The pre-sale price for BODI Coin will be USD 0.65.

When Can I Sell BODI Coins That I Bought During Pre-Sales?
BODI Coins bought with advantageous pre-sale prices can be sold after 6 months.

When Will BODI Coin Trade Start?
BODI Coin will be available for trading activities with a unit price of USD 0.95 via Bitay.

How Is The Pricing of BODI Coin Determined?
Following the airdrop campaign and pre-sales, BODI Coin will be available for transactions with a
unit price of USD 0.95 in June. Afterwards, the pricing will be determined by the market in line with
the supply and demand balance, depending on the users' trading activities after June.

What Are The Advantages of BODI Coin Stake?
All users buying and staking BODI Coin will earn BODI Coin up to 240% on an annual basis.
Additionally, all users staking BODI Coin will be provided with the following advantages:
- Privileged NFB acquisitions,
- Free Boodio Subscription,

- Special discounts for the selected publishing,
- Special sessions to gather authors and readers,
- Ability to take advantage of investor-specific benefits.

Is There Ongoing BODI Coin Mining?
BODI Coin is a pre-mined crypto asset with a limited number. Therefore, there is no ongoing BODI
Coin mining. Total 100 million BODI Coins have been mined.

What is Boodio?
Boodio is an online platform of book, e-book and audiobook with a monthly subscription fee.
Investors can earn BODI Coin via this platform.

What Are The Benefits of Owning BODI Coins on Boodio Application?
- Boodio Premium members will be given of BODI Coin in the amount of their subscription fees.
- 1 million members of Boodio and Bitay will be able to get the refund of the books they have
purchased as BODI Coins.
- Ability to buy and sell NFBs within the application.
- Ability to do shopping in the selected publishing houses with favorable prices
- Boodio members will be able to make donations to publishing houses and authors through BODI
Coin.
- Members will have the chance to participate in meetings with authors as well as to in workshops.

What Is "NFB" Technology?
#NFB technology, i.e. Non-Fungible Books technology, will be implemented by Boodio Blockchain
and BODI Coin, and involves a limited number of one-of-a-kind books published on blockchain. It
brings a brand-new dynamics to global publishing industry to open the way for digital bookseller and
publishing industry.

What Is The Difference Between NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens) and NFB
(Non-Fungible Books)?
NFTs are blockchain based unique digital assets to represent the ownership of real word items such as
art works, video clips, music and more. NFBs, on the other hand, are unique digital books produced on
blockchain with limited editions; they are brought by Boodio into the crypto world.

